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* All prices stated are  
recommended retail prices.

now! minimo
 
They grow up so quickly - so it‘s just as well the furniture can adapt accordingly. now! minimo has been designed 
as a baby‘s and young children‘s range for minis of all sizes: it not only provides space for your baby‘s dreams and 
for changing nappies, it accompanies the child through its first steps in life with a twinkle in the eye. By changing 
the set of handles now! minimo converts into a beautifully formed junior‘s room. Rounded edges and handles 
ensure safety, convertible units ensure long-term use and some loving details provide the inspiration for some 
wonderful bed-time stories.

Planning notes

Lists of versions
Versions  
Carcase and front

Snow white

Versions  
Accent

Snow white
Light rose
Light blue

Front of the chest in front versions (snow white)

Nappy-changing chest (consisting of chest,  
nappy-changing unit and nappy-changing surface)

Nappy-changing surface with  
washable cover, light rose or light  
blue dotted, drawer in accent  
versions (snow white, light rose,  
light blue)

Carcase of the chest and nappy-changing unit  
in carcase versions (snow white)

Baby‘s bed

Baby‘s bed in carcase versions (snow white)

Drawer in accent versions  
(snow white, light rose, light blue)

Bookcase

Chest

Carcase in carcase versions (snow white)

Doors in front versions (snow white)

Wardrobes

Doors in front versions (snow white)

Drawer in accent versions  
(snow white, light rose, light blue)

Carcase and interior fittings in carcase versions (snow white)

Lower bookcase, wall shelf
 
Lower bookcase and wall shelf in carcase versions (snow white)

Melamine resin coated surface
especially robust and expedient for young children‘s  
rooms due to the impervious and therefore hygienic  
surface which is also very easy to clean!

Carcase in carcase versions (snow white)
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recommended retail prices.

Planning notes

Please be sure to see the „now! general“ chapter on the following subjects:
 
- Important notes on including lighting
- Remote control set for LED lamps
- IR repeater set for lowboards
- Flatscreen TV sizes overview
- Wall units
- Maximum loads
- Quality of walls / assembly instructions

Planning chests
Planning step 1

Choice of unit
in the required version
 
Important note:
Because orders are read automatically,  
the correct type number for the required  
unit must be stated in the order. Please  
be sure to remember this in the order!

Planning step 2

Choice of optional accessories
such as:
- Nappy-changing unit
- Nappy-changing surface
- Lower bookcase (only in combination 
  with nappy-changing unit)
- Handle conversion set

Planning a wardrobe

Choice of optional accessories
such as:
- Handle conversion set
- Fitted shelves

Convertible baby‘s bed

... convertible to junior‘s bed
The baby‘s bed is convertible  
to a junior‘s bed.

Convertible baby‘s bed ...
in the required version
 
Baby‘s bed incl. 3 times height  
adjustable base frame, detachable  
bars and convertible sides;  
lying surface: 70 x 140 cm. 
Optional mattress reversible:  
with medium-soft baby‘s side  
and firm junior‘s side

Planning step 1 Planning step 1Planning step 2

Choice of unit
in the required version
 
Important note:
Because orders are read automatically,  
the correct type number for the required  
unit must be stated in the order. Please  
be sure to remember this in the order!
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ADVANTAGE!
Special combinations are arrangements that are reduced in price. This 
price advantage is only available when the arrangement is ordered exactly 
as described.

Special combinations

Drawer
Nappy-changing 

surface

Drawer
Nappy-changing 

surface

• Since 1996, we are entitled to label all of our 
modular furniture and base frames with the strictly 
regulated “Blue Angel“, which awards products 
that are low in emissions and especially environ-
mentally friendly.

 
• hülsta-SoftFlow: All drawers with auto pull-in 

feature with brake as fully pull-out units

Special combination consisting of:
- Wardrobe with 2 doors and 1 drawer
- Baby‘s bed incl. base frame
- Chest with 2 doors, nappy-changing unit 
  and nappy-changing surface 

Versions  
Carcase and front

Versions  
Accent

Snow white
Light rose
Light blue

Snow white

Special combinationArticle

990014
990015

991013
990013
Order no.

2.141,-
2.141,-
2.141,-
2.141,-

RRP *
Accents in snow white, nappy-changing surface in light rose
Accents in snow white, nappy-changing surface in light blue
Accents and nappy-changing surface in light rose
Accents and nappy-changing surface in light blue

Order no. /RRP *

Accents in snow white, nappy-changing surface in light rose
Accents in snow white, nappy-changing surface in light blue
Accents and nappy-changing surface in light rose
Accents and nappy-changing surface in light blue

Special combination

Special combination consisting of:
- Wardrobe with 3 doors 
- Baby‘s bed incl. base frame
- Chest with 3 drawers, nappy-changing unit  
   and nappy-changing surface 

Article

Order no. RRP *Order no. /RRP *
990033
991033
990034
990035

2.306,-
2.306,-
2.306,-
2.306,-
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Important note:
Because orders are read automatically, the correct type  
number for the required unit must be stated in the order.  
Please be sure to remember this in the order!

Nappy-changing unit,
nappy-changing  
surface,
lower bookcase

Nappy-changing unit protruding from chest  
18 cm at rear and 9 cm at front

 
Nappy-changing facility type 2 up to 15 kg.  
We recommend the adjacent now! nappy- 

changing surface for the nappy-changing unit.
 

Nappy-changing surface

51903

14 x 90.2 x 80
Nappy-changing unit

163,-

Nappy-changing surface with washable cover,  
with light rose or light blue dots, with thermo  
fleece padding, safety by way of three-sided  

roll protection.

5994
5995

81,-
81,-

Baby‘s bed incl. 3 times height adjustable base  
frame, detachable bars and convertible sides;  

lying surface: 70 x 140 cm

Mattress cover (100 % cotton/satin quilted on Polyester fleece),  
suitable for allergy sufferers, with all-round high-quality Keder seam,  

removable and washable with mild detergent up to 60° C,
cold foam of mattress core with needle felt sheet on one side

 
 

Baby‘s bed, 
mattress

Baby‘s bed convertible  
to junior‘s bed

Reversible mattress:
baby‘s side: medium-soft
junior‘s side: firm

88 x 80 x 144
Mattress

for lying surface: 70 x 140 cm

55883 588575,- 130,-

Baby‘s bed

Chests

93.3 cm high
(95.1 cm high 
incl. 1.8 cm high
plinth adjusters)

2 doors with each 1 fitted shelf,  
1 drawer, 2 open compartments

Accents in snow white
Accents in light rose
Accents in light blue

2 doors with 2 fitted shelves

55913 493,-

Drawer Drawer Drawer

2 doors with 1 fitted shelf,  
1 drawer

55903
55904
55905

575,-
575,-
575,-

55103
55104
55105

740,-
740,-
740,-

3 open compartments; lower shelf only  
fittable in combination with nappy-changing  

unit (optionally left and/or right)

Lower bookcase
93.3 x 18 x 22.5

55113 213,-

6 x 85 x 70
Article

Article

Article
H x W x D in cm

H x W x D in cm

H x W x D in cm

3 drawers

55923
55924
55925

658,-
658,-
658,-

Order no. Order no.

Order no. Order no. Order no. Order no.

Order no.Order no.Order no.

RRP * RRP *

RRP *RRP *RRP *RRP *

RRP * RRP * RRP *

Chest
93.3 x 90.2 x 53.1 93.3 x 90.2 x 53.1 93.3 x 90.2 x 53.1 93.3 x 135.2 x 53.1

Chest Chest Chest

Accents in snow white
Accents in light rose
Accents in light blue

Order no. /RRP *

Order no. /RRP *

Order no. /RRP *
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Wardrobes

192.0 cm high 
(193.8 cm high 
incl. 1.8 cm high 
plinth adjusters)

2 doors; interior fittings:  
2 fitted shelves and  

1 clothes rod

3 doors, 1 drawer; interior  
fittings: 4 fitted shelves left,  
1 fitted shelf and 1 clothes  

rod right 

3 doors; interior fittings:  
5 fitted shelves left,  
2 fitted shelves and  
1 clothes rod right

2 doors, 1 drawer; interior  
fittings: 1 fitted shelf and  

1 clothes rod

51233
51234
51235

51203 5121351223
51224
51225

Wardrobe Wardrobe Wardrobe Wardrobe
192 x 135 x 53.1192 x 90 x 53.1 192 x 135 x 53.1192 x 90 x 53.1

822,- 987,- 987,- 1.152,-
1.152,-
1.152,-

H x W x D in cm

Accessories for wardrobes

590540

Fitted shelf Fitted shelf
for 90 cm widthfor 45 cm width

41,- 49,-

Bookcase,  
wall shelf,  
wall hook

Wall hook in  
knobs optics

Wall hookWall shelfBookcase
32.2 x 90 x 23173.8 x 45.5 x 33.5

50052903
51004
51005

51003 410,-
410,-
410,-

147,- 16,-
RRP *

987,-
987,-

Handle conversion  
set for wardrobes  
and chests

Handle conversion set

Order no. /RRP *

Handle conversion set  
consisting of 2 short rod handles  

(aluminium silver-coloured)  
– for wardrobes and chests

Examples of use

two sets of 2

one set of 2

Article

Article

Article

Article

H x W x D in cm

Order no. Order no.

Order no. Order no. Order no.

Order no.

Order no. Order no. Order no. Order no.

RRP *RRP *

RRP * RRP * RRP *

RRP *RRP *RRP *RRP *
Accents in snow white
Accents in light rose
Accents in light blue

Accents in snow white
Accents in light rose
Accents in light blue

Snow white Snow white
Light rose
Light blue

Versions  
Accent

Drawer Drawer

Drawer

Versions  
Carcase and front

Order no. /RRP *

Order no. /RRP *

Order no. /RRP *

501 41,-
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Sketch raster for  
the now! minimo range

Important note!
Please do not forget to include the following details with each order.
This avoids time-consuming correspondence and unnecessary delays in delivery.

Version(s) Customer Date Commission

Checklist
1.) Do the sketch and the order match? Do the dimensions and the sketch match the type number?  
     Are all type numbers correctly stated in the sketch? Can one see the position of door hinges?
 
2.) Are all type numbers correct? Have you perhaps confused price and type numbers?
 
3.) In combinations of versions: is it clear which units are to be delivered in which version?
 
4.) Are all accessories such as fitted shelves etc. included in the sketch?
 
5.) Is this an additional order? If so, when was the original order? If possible, include a sketch on which the existing and new units are clearly marked.
 
Please also remember the planning notes on the introductory pages!

Please superimpose unlined paper and write firmly. In order to avoid slipping,
use 2 paper clips or fold the edge of the drawing sheet.
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